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Pashmina is an endangered fiber. Its production is
threatened politically, economically, environmentally and

aesthetically.

The challenges to sustaining Pashmina textile tradition and insulating it from
global/political/commercial pressure are many, and the dilution and mis-marking of the
Pashmina label and the subsequent growth of fast fashion/imitation Pashmina fabric
around the world is of concern.

Traditionally, Pashmina fabric is hand woven on looms from wool from the undercoat
of goats from the upper Himalayas in Kashmir's Ladakh region. Due to the ongoing war
there, much of the production has been relocated to other parts of India and Nepal.

POLITICAL PRESSURE
The Pashmina craft has been compromised by government neglect of a region fractured
by nearly 20 years of fighting. India, Pakistan and China all claim partial or complete
ownership of Kashmir. The separatist violence has killed more than 47,000 people,
which does not include people who have disappeared due to the conflict. Some human
rights groups and nongovernmental organizations put the death toll at twice that
amount.1

ECONOMIC PRESSURE
Today, hundreds of pashmina weavers in Kashmir have been forced to move to other
professions because cheaper, machine-made shawls are decreasing demand.2 Machine-
made designs are considerably cheaper and are therefore attractive to customers who
are “bottom line-conscious” rather than quality-conscious.  (Note that Triple Bottom
Line thinking can neutralize this problem. TBL is a sustainable measure for businesses
including environmental and social dimensions not just financial.3 Models like this, if
incorporated into consumer buying habits would take into account factors such as
unemployment rates.)

"Machine-made cheap products and fakes from different parts of India have badly hit
pashmina shawls, and in fact all weavers," said 65-year-old Mustafa Qadir, considered
by many as one of the best pashmina weavers in Indian Kashmir.4

ENVIRONMENTAL PRESSURE
Thousands of goats whose fine wool is weaved into pashmina have perished in extreme
cold being associated with climate change,5 making this industry even more vulnerable.
                                                  
1 CNN, Kashmir Fast Facts, 2016
http://www.cnn.com/2013/11/08/world/kashmir-fast-facts/
2 Reuters, Fakes, neglect wearing thin Kashmir's pashmina trade, 2008
http://in.reuters.com/article/idINIndia-37214720081229
3 Indiana Business Review, The Triple Bottom Line: What Is It and How Does It Work?
http://www.ibrc.indiana.edu/ibr/2011/spring/article2.html
4 Reuters, Fakes, neglect wearing thin Kashmir's pashmina trade, 2008



AESTHETICS
Fabric made of real Pashmina feels light like a cloud
and it drapes (falls into folds) easily

Pashmina is handwoven not machine made, and the weave looks handmade and
irregular. The fabric has a low sheen.

Pashmina shawls are known as “ring shawls” because they are fine enough to easily
pass through a woman's ring. Pashmina fibers are about six times finer than human hair.

                                                                                                                                                                            
5 Global Issues, Pashmina Withers on the Roof of the World, 2013
http://www.globalissues.org/news/2013/09/05/17414



The Burn Test: real Pashmina fibers light slowly and
smell like burnt hair, making a fine powdery ash

One of the simplest tests to figure out if a fabric is made from real Pashmina is the
Burn Test. (When viscose (or rayon) burns, it smells like burnt leaves. When acrylic or
polyester burns, it smells like vinegar or plastic, and melts and clumps.)

I taught several participants about Pashmina isues and how to test fabric.



Participants observed and tested scarves that were sold
as Pashmina (all proved to be fake)

LABEL: 100% Pashmina
“burned slow with no ash”
“burnt smell was tolerable and mild—not strong”
“machine woven, not hand done”

LABEL: 50% merino wool, 50% viscose bamboo
“burnt smell like vinegar and burnt hair”
“light drape”
“looks like it could be hand done”

LABEL: 100% Pashmina
“burned very fast with a sour smell”
“clumped when it burned”
“might be handwoven, but not light as Pashmina”

[no label]
“strong plastic smell”
“burned fast with big flames”
“machine made”

LABEL: 100% Pashmina
“fabric is stiff, poor drape”
“machine woven, heavy feel”
“smells like chemicals, clumped when burnt”

LABEL: 70% Pashmina, 30% Silk
“smelled like burnt leaves and some kind of
chemical”
“clumped when burned”

[no label]
“very clumpy like plastic when it melts”
“heavy feel to fabric”
“absorbed water immediately”

LABEL: 100% Pashmina
“made by a machine”
“heavy, not fine”
“smells chemically when burnt”



Tangled Issues: Mis-labeling

Fabric labeled “100% Pashmina” is most likely not made entirely of Pashmina fibers.
Our fabric tests proved this in every case. The label “100% Pashmina" is used
indiscriminately and erroneously by producers to mislead consumers, and is used for
generic wool, silk blends, and manmade and synthetic fibers, like rayon or acrylic.

"The fake pashmina products have now infiltrated most of the pashmina outlets in and
outside Kashmir even abroad," Parvez Ahmad Shah, a prominent Kashmir art dealer,
said.6

The word "pashmina" is not a labeling term recognized by law in the U.S. or the U.K.,
which exacerbates things further. According to the Federal Trade Commission, the fiber
content of a shawl, scarf or other item marketed as pashmina must be accurately
disclosed. If the item contains only cashmere, it should be labeled 100% Cashmere or
All Cashmere. The label cannot say 100% Pashmina, as pashmina is not a fiber
recognized by the Wool Act or regulations.7

Moving Towards Authenticity
A Srinagar-based start-up aims to sell pashmina shawls, woven from rare wool
extracted from chiru in the upper reaches of the state, with a geographical indication
(GI) mark to help protect new buyers from being cheated into purchasing fakes.8

The (GI) mark is a special micro-chip based on nano technology, and known as the
Kashmir Pashmina Geographical Indication (GI) mark. Each of these chips is now
imprinted in the form of a label on every hand woven Kashmiri Pashmina Shawl at the
Testing and Quality Certification Centre in Kashmir.

Learning Where the Artificial Starts
Inauthenticity can be described as the pressure to ignore one's own moral and aesthetic
objections in order to have a more comfortable existence. As sustainable artists and
consumers, we can value craft over cost and educate others to make authentic choices.

                                                  
6 Ibid.
7 FTC, Cachet of Cashmere: Complying with the Wool Products Labeling Act, 2014
8 The Hindu, Kashmiri start-up aims to fight pashmina fakes, 2016
http://www.thehindu.com/business/Industry/kashmiri-startup-aims-to-fight-pashmina-
fakes/article8342597.ece


